The sum is taken over integers x, y, and the constant yd? does not depend on the coefficients of Q(x, y), except on the degree d.
Remark. Examples of the type Q(x, y) = (x2-y)G(x, y) -1 show that the exponent 2/3 in (3) cannot be replaced by a constant less than 1/2.
By P=P(x)=a"xB-r-• • • +ao, we denote polynomials in x of degree n and with integral coefficients. Define H(P) by H(P) = max(|a"|,-
• -, |a0|), and write D(P) for the discriminant of P.
Theorem 2. Let p> 1/3 be real and assume (4) n £ 3, (n-i)p ^ 1. 
P¡H(P)SH-,D(-P)»<0
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Remarks. Only the bound Hn+l is trivial; the bound Hn was given in [3] . Our result is probably far from best possible. For « = 2, the bound H follows easily from the methods of [2] (l).
In Mahler's classification of transcendental numbers f, numbers 0n(f) (« = 1, 2, • • • ) are defined as follows: 0»(f) is the least upper bound of the set of real numbers cr such that there exists a sequence of polynomials Piix), P2(x), -of degree n and different from each other, satisfying
Mahler [6] conjectured 0"(f) = 1 almost everywhere. It is known that 0n(f) è 1 a.e. (see, for instance, [7, p. 69] ). 0i(f) = 1 a.e. follows from a theorem of Khintchine [4] , 02(f) = 1 a.e. was proved in [5; 1; 2; 9], 03(f) = l a.e.
has recently been proved by Volkmann (2) . The best estimate so far for arbitrary « was 0"(f)^2 -2/« a.e. («2:2), and had been obtained by Kasch- Volkmann [3] . Theorem 3. Assume «^3 and suppose t is a real number such that (6) Z |77(P)h/> = 0(77'). 
Then the elements of the sequence are positive and increasing. The sequence either tends to infinity or it has a finite limit larger than 1.
Proof. We have v0>0 and
The sequence is increasing because »7-4<fy together with (ii) implies Vj<Vj+\. If m^n, then the sequence tends to infinity and the lemma is true. Assume therefore m<n. Then there exists some v such that
Clearly, «i»-1F+(2«p -l)(3«p)-1F<F if v<K. Using this property of v as well as the fact that the sequence is increasing, we see that the sequence is bounded by v and hence has a limit. Because of (9), the limit equals v. Solving (9) we find v = (2»p -l)(3»p -3»ip)-1, and 3m>«+p_1, 3»ip>«p + l, 2wp -1 >3np -imp gives ^>1.
Let / be the smallest integer with vt^ 1. Putting More explicitly, 53oo^7#2/3, where y depends on d and p only. In all the equations of this section and the next, the O-symbol is to be understood in this way.
Proof, {y} =0 is equivalent with Qn(y) =0. There are at most m integers y with Qn(y) =0. For given y0 having Qn(yo) =0, there are two alternatives. Either Qn-i(yô) = ■ ■ ■ =Qi(yo) = 0, or there exists some ft^l such that <2*(yo)^o.
In the first case we have Qo(yo) =0 because otherwise the polynomial (2) with k = Qo(yo)9iO would have the real linear factor y-yo. Hence we have Q(x, yo) =0 identically in x and there is no contribution to the sum (3) with y=yo.
In the second case Q(x, y0) is a polynomial in x of some degree between 1 and d, and Lemma 1 yields S I G(*. yo) h = 0(H*->) = 0(ff"').
Lemma 4. Eo^íP'»).
Proof. For fixed y<¡ with {y0} >0, Q(x, yo) is a polynomial in x of degree «, and np^l together with Lemma 1 gives the bound 0(log H) for the sum over x. There are at most (2H'o-\-i)m integers yo with 0<{yo} £H'°, and Lemma 4 follows from #'» log H=0(lpi%). . From now on, we keep j fixed, and P will be a fixed rectangle of the type described above. We shall give bounds for the terms of £))» where The real solutions of S(£, n)=0 will form certain curves in the plane. Their intersection with P* where P* is the rectangle containing P in which the condition |£| = H is replaced by |¿| =H+l will consist of a number of curves of the type From now on we shall assume C= Ci is of the type (16a). There are trivial changes in the argument if C is of the type (16b). Construct the convex hull of N(C) and in this convex hull consider the lattice-points (x, y) such that (x -e, y) is not in the hull if e>0. This set of lattice-points will be written S(C), spine of C. S(C) is not necessarily contained in N(C). Any (x, y)EN(C) with y.áyáy.-ii has therefore
x < x(y) + H~"i < Xi(y) + 2H-"'.
Thus we have to show that there are at most 2(yi+i-yi)H~1'' lattice-points in the parallelogram y¿áyáy.+i, x¿(y) <x<xi(y)+2H->i', or at most 2bH~n lattice-points in the parallelogram But the number of integral solutions of (22) is equal to the largest integer not exceeding 2bH~"i. Using (23) we obtain p3'2^1'2 = 0(H), p = 0(r"3H2i3).
Lemma 10.
£ I Q(x, y) h = 0(H2'3). Proof. Using ±anD(P)=R(P, P'), where R(P, P') is the resultant of P and P', and the determinant representation of R(P, P') (see, for instance, Proof. This lemma follows from the argument on pages 448-449 of [3] . Proof of Theorem 3. Assume that (6) holds for some t and put tr=<r, = (r -2)«-1+e for some e>0. Using partial summation we find È j 53 ff-»-|z>(P)h4 = o (1).
Hence Lemma 13 yields 0»(f)al+tr« almost everywhere. Since e>0 was arbitrary, we obtain 0"(f) Ú 1 + (t -2)«-1 almost everywhere.
